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Lp ESTIMATES FOR THE X-RAY TRANSFORM
RESTRICTED TO LINE COMPLEXES OF KIRILLOV TYPE

HANN-TZONG WANG

Abstract. Let there be given a piecewise continuous rectifiable curve <j>: R —»

R" . Let GXniMXn) be the usual Grassmannian (bundle) in R" . Define an

«-dimensional submanifold Afy(R") of Mx „ as the set of all copies of Gx„

along the curve <j>. Following Kirillov, we know that a nice function fix) can

be recovered from its X-ray transform RXy„f on A/^R") if and only if the

curve <f> intersects almost every affine hyperplane. Define a measure on M^,(R")

by dp = dpxin)dkix), where dpx is the probability measure on Mx n carried

by the set of lines passing through the point x and invariant under the stabilizer

of x in Oin) and dX is the usual measure on <j>. We show that, if n > 2

and <f> is unbounded, then \\RXy„f\\Li(M^{V<),d^ ^ CII/IIl^r») if and only if

p = q = n - 1 and <j> is line-like, that is, x(<¡> n 5(0; R)) = 0(5). This result
gives a classification of Kirillov line complexes in terms of LP estimates.

0. Overview

The Radon transform has found applications in many areas of mathemat-

ics. For applications to the study of partial differential equations, the reader

is referred to John [14]. A natural generalization, the k-plane transform, has

been widely studied (see Helgason [13]). The 1-plane transform, usually called

the X-ray transform, has significance not only in theory but also in practical as-

pects (see Smith, Solmon and Wagner [19]). By integral geometry in the sense

of Radon and Gelfand one means reconstructing a function from knowledge

of its integrals over k-planes. An outstanding problem is to determine how
to effectively reconstruct a function from partial information about its k-plane

transform.

In this article we restrict our attention to the X-ray transform for the reason

that very little is known about effective reconstruction for the general k-plane

transform. Let Gkn be the Grassmannian manifold of k-dimensional sub-

spaces in R" and Mk „ the Grassmannian bundle of affine k-planes in R".

Mk n is a bundle over Gk „ with fibre dimension n - k . Since dim Mk „ =
in - k)(k +1) it is intuitively clear that for k < « - 1 there are more functions

on Mkyn than on R" so the ft-plane transform of f e Cq°(R") defined by

Rk,nf(n,v)= if(y + v)do(y)
Jn
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is highly overdetermined (that is, Rk „ cannot be onto). Here (n,v) is the

standard coordinate system on Mkn with n e Gkn, and v e n1-, and do

denotes the Lebesgue measure on the k-plane n . In fact, Gelfand and Graev

[ 12] characterizes the range of Rk „ on Schwartz class S as those elements of

S(Mk „) annihilated by a set of differential operators. For illustration, we begin

with the X-ray transform RXyif on A/13. Replace the standard coordinates

on Mx, 3 with local ones by the following parametrization of a line which is not

parallel to the xy-olane:

x(t) = at + ß,        y(t) = yt + ô,        z(t) = t,

so (a, ß, y, ô) are local coordinates for MXytl. Then up to a constant,

RXyif(a,ß,y,S) = [    f(at + ß,yt + a,t)dt
Jt€R

and we immediately find by differentiating under the integral that

(0-1) d_^Rh2f_ö_2Rh2f =
y     ' dadô dydß

Conversely, in a celebrated paper John [15] was actually the one to first write

down (0-1) as a necessary and sufficient condition. Furthermore, his character-

ization was of X-ray transforms of continuous functions of compact support.

Equation (0-1) is called the ultrahyperbolic equation. In [12] Gelfand and Graev

have generalized this result to Mk n where, as might be expected, the analogue

of (0-1) is quite complicated. This raises immediately the question of how

to reconstruct / effectively. Classically, «-dimensional submanifolds Q." of

Mkn are called k-plane complexes. The problem is to determine for which

Q" does Rkynf\o." determine /. The answers to these questions are unknown;
however, much progress has been made on the X-ray transform by Gelfand and

his collaborators. Of particular interest for us is the class given by Kirillov [ 16]

in 1961. Let there be given a piecewise continuous curve <p: R —> R" . Kirillov

had shown that a nice function f(x) can be recovered from its X-ray transform

RXynf on an «-dimensional submanifold AL¿(R") of MXy„ which is the set of

all lines passing through <f>, if and only if the curve tf> intersects almost all affine

hyperplanes. (We shall refer to such a 0 as a Kirillov curve and M^R") as a

Kirillov «-manifold.)
Our goal in this article is to study the Lp mapping properties of the X-ray

transform RXy„f restricted to Af^R"). The first reason is that we would like

to know how the size of a function influences the size and smoothness of its

restricted X-ray transform as measured by Lp norms. Secondly, we would like

to present a result that describes a classification of certain kinds of admissible

«-dimensional submanifolds in terms of an Lp mapping property.

1. Introduction

Several authors [3, 5, 6, 7, 21] have studied estimates for the k-plane trans-

form on the whole of Mk „ in Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces. Oberlin and Stein

[17] first obtained a complete estimate for the Radon transform (k = n — 1).

More recently, Christ [5] has found an almost complete picture for the 7c-plane

transform, for all 1 < k < « - 1.
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Our purpose in this article is to study the Lp mapping properties of the X-ray

transform RXy„f restricted to Afy(R"). A natural question is raised. Is it pos-

sible to deduce the consequences from these known results by Sobolev imbed-

ding theorem when we deal with estimates for the X-ray transform restricted

to Af^R")? If / e LP(R") for 1 < p < 2, Strichartz [21] and Calderón [5]
have shown that Rknf(n, v) has k/p' derivatives in the v-variables in IP.

However, in our case we can show that there does not exist any higher order

of smoothness in the v -variables by seeing the details from the following sec-

tion. Hence the anwser is no because we need the order of derivatives up to

« - 1. The method we present here to find LP estimates for the X-ray trans-

form restricted to M^(\\n) is much more complicated than before although

the techniques are not essentially new [5, 6, 7]. However, it relies heavily on

geometrical arguments adapted to the line complex M^ .

We now introduce a measure on Af¿(R") by

du = dnds = dpx(n)dk(x)

where dpx is the probability measure on Mlyn carried by the set of lines

passing through the point x and invariant under rotations about x and dk

is the arc-length measure on cj>. Throughout this article, we assume that (j> is

piecewise continuous and rectifiable. Our main result is the following

Theorem. If n > 2 and <j> is unbounded, then

(I-1) 11-^1 ./i/IIlí^íR»),^) < C||/||¿p(R-,)

if and only ifp = q = n-l and <f> is line-like, that is,

X((ßnB(0;R)) = O(R),        R^oo.

Then, by a definition of "line-like," this result classifies curves in R" in

terms of the existence of IP estimates for the restricted X-ray transform into

two kinds: "line-like" and "non-line-like."

The succeeding sections are devoted to the proof of this result. The main idea
of the proof is first to show the Theorem is true for 0 is a line and then apply it

to any line-like curve. We thus first establish in §3 some geometrical properties

of line-likeness. Then follows in §4 a process of normalization which is related

to the one Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger [1] have provided, and then in §5 we

use this to prove a rearrangement inequality for the X-ray transform associated

with the measure dp on M^iAV). This reduces us to dealing with the IP

estimates on the class of radial decreasing functions. Finally, we proceed to the

complete proof of our main results.

The sufficient part of the main theorem is contained in author's Ph.D. Dis-

sertation [22] and presented here for the sake of completeness. I am indebted

to my advisor, Professor Allan Greenleaf, for his continued encouragement and

advice. Especially, his improvement of my writing and his corrections of my

errors will be deeply appreciated.

2. Construction of measures on M^R")

There are two fairly natural measures on M^R"). Let / e S"~x, L = Rl,

and C = C(L) is the set of all lines passing through L. First, parametrize L
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by sR; at each si we have a copy of Sn~x . This will furnish the following

measure on A/^(R") : dp\ = dnds.

Secondly, consider the standard coordinates onMlyn: (n,v), n e S"~x,

v e œ-1. In these coordinates, away from /, C is a line bundle over S"~x :

For each n , let

v(n) = I - (I -71)71 e n^.

Then

except for a set of lower dimension. We thus obtain the second measure: dp2 =

dtdn.
The relationship between dpx and dp2 is as follows. Let(7r,s/) be a typical

coordinate for C(L). Then the corresponding coordinate in A/» „ is

(n, si - (si • n)n) = (x,5(/-(/•*)*))= (n,s\v(7i)\^^\

This implies that t = \v(n)\s, and thus

dp2 = dtdn = \v(n)\dnds = \v(n)\dpx.

Note that the factor \v(n)\ = \l - (I • 7i)n\ vanishes to first order at both /

and -/.
The structure of the second measure dp2 = dt dn on C(L) allows us to

study the estimates by comparing with the known results for the structure of

the measure dp = dXn(v) dn on Mly„ . Note that the dimension of each fiber

in Mx y „ is reduced to one in C(L). It would seem natural to employ the follow-

ing trace embedding forms of Sobolev's inequality to deduce the consequences

for C(L) from the known results for Mly„ .

Sobolev's Inequality [2]. Let £2 be an open domain in R" having the cone

property specified by a certain finite cone C, and let Qk be the /c-dimensional

domain obtained by intersecting F2 with a /c-dimensional plane in R" , 1 <

k < n . Moreover, let m>0, 1 < p < oo and 0 < « - mp < k . Then

Wm>p(Çi)^Lr(Çlk)

_]<£_for p < r < —^
* —     — n-mp

The constants for these embeddings depend only on m, p, « , r and the

cone C determining the cone property for Q.

The Strichartz's inequality seems to be applicable in this deduction. In fact,

for the X-ray transform, Strichartz's inequality [21] reads as

Ix/p.Rx,n'-Lp(Rn)->Lp'(L»)(Mxyn)

for 1 < p < 2, that is,

(2-1) /     WRi.nfiit,-)^     dnKAUW^,

where Iy denotes the Riesz potential of order y on n1-,

(I7F)A(n,v) = \v\?F(n,v),
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and Lq(U) denotes the mixed norms of Mlyn,

i«/-*

Hr \\Li(L')/(Ml )= /       /   \F(n,v)\rdXn(v dn.

It will be helpful to note that IxiP'(IP) is the familiar Sobolev space of dis-
tribution with generalized derivatives of order exactly 1 /p' in IP ; this means

that
Ix/P'(Lp)cWx'p'>p(Rn-x)

and thus we can without loss of generality consider the trace embedding form

of Sobolev inequality

(2-2) Wx/p''p(Rn'x)^Lr(R),

that is,

\\Ri,nf{n, -)IIl;(C(L)) < ll-Ri.»/(*, Oilv(l»)

to attempt to deduce the consequences for C(L) from the known results, e.g.,

Strichartz's inequality (2-1) for Miyn .

One of the sufficient conditions for the trace imbedding form (2-2), p <

■*■ < (1 •p)/((" - 1) - P/p') requires that r = p/(n - p), i.e. r~x = np~x - 1,

which coincides with the consideration of homogeneity. The other condition

0 < « - 1 - 1/p' «p < 1, however, reduced to p > « - 1 but this in turn becomes

a unsolved problem as indicated by Calderón [3] and Strichartz [21]: May we

drop the restriction p < 2 in Strichartz's inequality (2-1). They even observe

that one can not expect any other higher order of smoothness in v -variable than

p = 2 for M2>n. Nevertheless, we would like to state the following result rather

than a conjecture by combining inequality (2-1) with (2-2).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that inequality (2-1) holds for p > 1. Then

\\Rl,n/lli«(Lp(C(L)) ^ ll/llLf(R») ,

where r~x = np~x - 1 with p > n - 1 and q <p'.

However, even if we may solve this problem, the argument above is not totally

convincing because we indeed require p = q = r = n-l in our main result.

Christ [5], as well as Strichartz, has a further result saying, in effect, that since

the k-plane transform of a function satisfies a system of ultrahyperbolic PDEs,

it satisfies a better Sobolev embedding than the one for general functions on

Mk „ . Therefore, it is still possible to release the requirement p > « - 1 and

q <p' before to drop the restriction p < 2.
We now introduce Christ's inequality for the k-plane transform as follows.

For test functions F(n, v) defined on Mk„ define the fiberwise Fourier trans-

form by

F(n, «)= /   e~^^F(n,v)dv
Jn-1

for each n e nL . Define So(Mky„) to be the set of all F for which

(1) \d%dfJF(n,v)\ < C(a, ß,M)(l + \v\)~M,

for all a, ß , M,

(2) F(n,n) = 0
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for all I »I < ô and all n , for some ô = S(F) > 0, and

(3) F(n,r¡) = F(d,r,)

for all 7T, n such that « is perpendicular to both n and 0 , in notations, w I. n

and n 1 6 .

This definition is natural because we see that, as in [5, Lemma 3.1], / e

So(Mkn) if and only if there exists a test function / on R" with / identically

zero in a neighborhood of the origin such that F = Rk nf.

Next define fiberwise fractional integration by

DyF(n,v)= [  F(n,v-u)\u\y+k~ndu.
Jn±

Then Christ's inequality [5] reads as Dh/p, : Lp'(IP) -> IP(U), that is,

(2"3) \\P>klP'F\\L«(Lr)(Mk,n) < C\\F\\lJ>'(D>)(Mkyn)

for all F e So(Mkn) if «/2 <k<n-2, n- I < kp < n , q < (n- k)p' and
«p_1 - (n - k)r~x = k .

Christ's inequality seems to be not applicable in our deduction for the X-ray

transform because we require k > n/2 so far. However, by tracing Christ's

proof, if the restriction p < 2 in Strichartz's inequality may be dropped, then

equality (2-3) also holds for the X-ray transform, i.e., the restriction «/2 <

k < n - 2 may be replaced with I < k < n -2. But, under this assumption,

Christ's inequality is still not applicable in our deduction because Dk/pl is the

Riesz potential of negative order -k/p' on n1. The following scheme for the

X-ray transform would seem possible to be used to overcome this difficulty.

Lemma2.2. Suppose F e S0(MXyn) and 0 < y < n-l. For (œ, t) e S"~x xR,
let

h(co,t)= f (IxRFa)(co,t)dXw(a),
a :   a)±a
a€G,y„

where x = n-2-y, 7T acts in the t-variable, Fa = F (a, •) and RFa denotes

the Radon transform (in Rn~x = {y: y La}) of Fa. Then, for any q, r > I,

\\DyF\\Li{L',)(C(D,dßl) < Q\hhim) •

Proof. Christ [5, Lemma 3.3] shows that

DyF(n,v) = C / (I?RFa)(œ, (v, w))dlw(a)dkn(co)
wl.il       a :   m±a

taeS„_i     a€Gi,„

= C h(co, (v , w))dXn(co).
J   (0±1C

w€Sn-i

Then, by considering the mixed norms  Li(L¡)  on  C(L), and noting that

v(n) e n1, we have
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\DyFhi(L'l)(C(L),dß2)

799

wl.ii
wes„_i

dt

9/r

dn

= CI   / /Jg, . \Jr   J
h(co, t)dXn(co)

W±1t

L weS„-,

Jg, I h(w, •)dXn(a>)
cd-Ltt

w£S„-

dt

dn

q/r

dn

<C [        f \\h(œ,-)\\LrdXn(co)
*'6i.»    ^  w±n

<C f     [ \\h(œ,-)\\l,dXn(œ)dn
Jg, .J

dn

'G\.k"     (till

a>esa.,

=  C    l \\h(-,.)\\lrd(0
Jwes„.¡

= C||A||IW).

The fourth inequality follows from Minkowski's integral inequality and the fifth

inequality holds only for q > 1.   Q.E.D.

Therefore, Christ's estimate [5, Lemma 3.4] on the function « remains help-

ful if we may drop the restriction p < 2 in Strichartz's inequality.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that the inequality (2-1) holds for p >  1.   Let F e

Lp'(Lp)(Mxy„), x = n-2- 1/p' and « - 1 < p < « . Then

\\h\\LPf(Ui)<C\\F\\^{lJ1),

where r~x = np~x - 1.

Now, combining Lemma 2.3 with Lemma 2.2 we have

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that inequality (2-1) holds for p > 1. F«t?«

(2-4) WDVp'FWl¿(L')(C(L)) - CWF\\lp'(LJ>)>

where r~x = np~x - 1 with « - 1 < p < « .

Finally, by letting F = Ix/P-Rxynf in inequality (2-4), it follows from the

expression RXy„f = Dy(IyRxy„f) and Strichartz's inequality that

Theorem 2.5. Suppose that inequality (2-1) holds for p > 1. Then

\R\.nf\\ Ll(L',)(C(L))
< LS(R"

where r i _ «p  ' - 1 with « - 1 < p < « and q < p'.
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Therefore, by comparing Theorems 2.1 and 2.5, we conclude that Christ's
scheme in our deduction will not be better than the direct application of Sobo-

lev's trace embedding form to Strichartz's inequality.

Thus, up to now, our result cannot be derived from previous work and we

need an alternative approach. The method we have found is based on a series

of geometrical facts.

3. Geometrical properties of line-likeness

Intuitively, a line-like curve 0 may have some geometrical properties of a

line in R" . We will find two such to meet our needs. First all, observe that the

orthogonal projection of a line down to almost every hyperplane //„_• in R"

is still a line in f/„_i.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0: R —► R" be a line-like curve. Let Ph„_^'- R —► Hn-i be

the orthogonal projection of <f> onto a hyperplane Hn_\. Then Ph„.¡^ is still a

line-like curve in almost every hyperplane //„_■.

Proof. Let H+ and H~ be the positive and negative half-line of R respec-

tively. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 is continuous on R

and both 4>(H+) and 4>(H~) are unbounded. For simplicity, let

0 = (0i, 02, •■• , <f>n)    and    Hn_x = (ex,e2, ... ,en-X).

Then

(3-1) -rV,0= (¿1, &,..., <Pn-l, 0).

Moreover, if both Ph„_14>(H+) and PHni(j)(H~) are unbounded, then, for a
constant C and any positive R, we obtain from formula (3-1) that

R < HPh„^<p n B(0; R)) < X(<p n 5(0; R)) <CR.

In other words, Ph„_ , <t> is line-like and the result will follow. We now claim that

both Ftfn_I0(/f+) and Ph^^H') are unbounded for almost every hyperplane

/f„_i. It suffices to show that Ph„_i4>(H+) is unbounded for any hyperplane

f/„_i t¿ /f*_. , if there is a hyperplane //*_. such that Ph- 4>(H+) is bounded.

In fact, for any ff„_i ^ H*_l, let ca1- = /f„_i and œ1- = H*_l and then let

6 be the angle between co and to. Since Fy« 4>(H+) is bounded, we may

find an infinite right circular cylinder C* with bounded radius and having

tcb as its center line such that (f>(H+) c C*. Macroscopically, C* may be
viewed as a line and then have a unbounded projection on //„_» with any

aperture 7r/2 - 8, that is, Ph„_,C* is also an infinite right circular cylinder

in the hyperplane H„-x. It follows that F#n_14>(H+) is unbounded because

4>(H+) c C* is unbounded. We then complete the proof.   Q.E.D.

On the other hand, let us investigate the second property of interest. At

first glance, intuition almost leads us even to conclude that, if 0 is line-like,

then 0 is contained in an infinite cylinder. However, this is not always true by

considering the following
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Example 3.2. Define the spiral 0: R+ -> R2 by 0(i) = 2'e'2n'. Then 0 is
line-like. This can be seen from the following estimates with respect to dyadic

radii:
X(B(0;2k)r\cp)<4'2-2k+x

for k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

This example inspires us to guess a more complicated geometrical description
of a line-like curve.

For convenience, we need a terminology.

Definition 3.3. A piecewise continuous curve 0 is called globally asymptotic if

0 is linearly covered by a sequence Tk of finite right circular cylinders in R"

with bounded radii and unbounded heights in the sense that 0 c \JkxLx Tk and

every consecutive pair Tk and Tk+X intersect each other with ends, that is, the

bottom of Tk and the top of T„-X have a nonempty intersection.

Theorem 3.4. Let 0: R—> R" be a line-like curve. Then 0 is globally asymptotic.

The following lemma fits our needs in the induction step.

Lemma 3.5. Let 0: R+ —> R2 be a continuous line-like curve with 0(0) = 0.
Then 0 is globally asymptotic.

Before proving this lemma, we introduce some notions. It may be assumed

that 0 is unbounded because, otherwise, the result automatically follows. Then,

without loss of generality, we may let Fe0(R+) - R+ where E is the x-axis.

For simplicity, a normalization 0* of 0 can be formulated as follows. First

all, we may formulate 0» from 0 to be simple by deleting all possible loops of

0 and then reflect 0» lying in the lower half-plane with respect to the x-axis

into the upper half-plane to obtain

é2(t) = i (WiW'-frMt)),     ifFF0»(7)<O;
\ 0i(/), otherwise,

where F is the v-axis. We again have a simple curve 03 by deleting all pos-

sible loops of 02. Moreover, 03 may be regarded as a polygonal curve having
constant length L* on each side. Here, 03 is polygonal means in the image

of 03 may be expressed as a countable union of line segments. The idea is to
approximate the curve by inscribed polygons in terms of the triangle inequal-

ity and geometrical properties of line-likeness. Note that L* may be any large

number, because we have the following observation.

Lemma 3.6. The set K$ = {X(B(0\ k) n 0 n Sk): k = 1,2,...} is almost

bounded, where Sk is the vertical strip in R2 bounded by x = k - I and
x = k.

A sequence {xk} in R2 is called almost bounded if there exists a number

Af > 0, s.t., \xk\ < M for all k e Z+ except a set B+ c Z+ of upper Banach
density zero.

Definition 3.7. A set S c Z+ will be said to have positive upper Banach density

if there is a number ô > 0 such that, for any k e Z+ ,

#(Sn{l,2,3,...,k})

k
otherwise, S is of upper Banach density zero.
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Proof. Assume by the contrary that K^ is not almost bounded, i.e., K^ is

almost unbounded. Then, without loss of generality, we may assume K^ is

monotonie. More precisely, there exists a strictly increasing sequence {/¿}£10

with to = 0 suchthat F£-0(íí:) = k and \\<t>(tk)-<t>(tk-x)\\ diverges increasingly.
By the triangle inequality, we have

X(B(0;k)n<t>nSk)> ||0(i,) -0(/,_,)||

for k = 1, 2, ... , and thus,

k

X(B(0;k)n<t>)> £ ||0(iO-0(/,->)||
;'=1

k

= ky + Y/[U(tl)-4>(tl-l)\\-7]
¡=i

for any y > 0. This implies that, for k large enough,

X(B(0;k)n<t>) >r

and a contradiction holds because 0 is line-like.   Q.E.D.

Therefore, by enlarging the strip Sk to be the strip bounded by x = kL*
and x = (k - l)L* it is not difficult to see that 03 may be regarded as a

simple polygonal curve in the first quadrant with constant length L* on each

side. Moreover, there exists a strictly increasing sequence {/a-}£L0 with 7n = 0

such that each node of 03 are labeled as 03(tk) for k = 0, 1,2,.... We now
retain the point 03 (í¿) if

PFh(tk) =       max       PF 03(7)
PEM')=PEM'k)

and then obtain a new sequence, say, {03(/£)}^o which satisfies the property

that t*k < t*k+l and F£03(7¿) < PEMt*k+x) for k = 0, 1, 2, ... . Let L"
be any number greater than L* and form a new sequence {03(/")}^lo from

{03(7p}£io by requiring that either

B(<l>3(t*k*)-,L**)nB(<p3(t*k*+l);L**) = <i>

or

(3-2) B(UtT) ; L**) n B(UtV-X)> L**) = 0

for all k = 1, 2, 3, ... .

Definition 3.8. Let 0: R —» R" be line-like. We call a collection of balls

{ß(03(7£*); L**)} satisfying (3-2) a partial chain for the curve 0 with or-

der L**. The resulting polygonal curve 0 connecting either from (f>i(t*k*) to

03(/|t+i) or from ^(t*k) to 03(/£I.) by depending on (3-2) respectively for

k = 0, 1,2, ... is called an open marcoscopic curve for 0 with order L**.

Analogously, the polygonal curve 0 connecting from 4>i(t*k) to 03(t*k+x) for

k = 0, 1,2, ...  is called a closed macroscopic curve for 0 with order L**.
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Lemma 3.9. Let L** > L*. Then an open macroscopic curve <j> for 0 with order

L** is line-like.

Obviously, by the triangle inequality, a closed macroscopic curve 0 for 0

with order L** > L* is line-like. Then Lemma 3.9 follows from the comparison

of 0 and 0. We leave the details to the reader. Therefore, a normalization

0* of 0 may be formulated by gluing up each continuous piece of 0 with

translation as shown below because such 0* is globally asymptotic if and only if

0 is. In fact, each continuous piece of 0 may be expressed as 4>i{i2k)<t>Át2k+x) '■

the line segment from 03(/2£) to <t>ï(t\l+x) for k = 1, 2,... and then we may

construct 0* by induction

0* = h(t*o*)h(tV) u [fo(tD - HtV)] + h(tr)Mtr) u ■ ■ •
n

U DM'»+l) - M$+2)] + 03(^+2)03(/2**+3) U • • •
*=0

Now, let x = Fe0*(7) and/¿(jc) = Ff0*(7) , then the following property of 0*

is easy to check.

Lemma 3.10. The induced relation f? is well defined on R+ . Moreover f? is

positive, continuous and the graph of f£ is polygonal.

This lemma implies that 0* may be coordinately parametrized by the positive

x-axis. We now claim that 0* is globally asymptotic and so is 0. First all,

observe that there exists a strictly increasing sequence {/fc}£i0 with to = 0 such

that {Pe<I>*(h+\) - fe4>*(tkfs^o diverges increasingly and

0*(4)e5(O;F¿0*(4))    for/c = 0, 1,2,....

Secondly, let
dx »=   max   d(4>*(t),Lxk ,),

tk<t<tk+i

where Lxk . is understood to be the line from <p*(ik) to 4>*(ik+x). Then let

4>*(txk x) be the point which attains this maximum and is nearest to the mid-

dle line between <j)*(îk) and0*(7¿+i) » Here, we call 4>*(tk) and 4>*(tk+x) the

generators for 0*(7¿ .). Inductively, consider first the segment <l>*(tk)4>*(txk ,).

Then, as above, we obtain a point 0*(/{ 2) which attains the maximum

dxk 2=   max   d(P(t),Lxk<2)
h<t<tlkyi

where L¿ 2 is the line from <f>*(tk) to 0*(/{ •) and 0*(/¿ 2) ^s me nearest

point to the middle line between <j>*(tk) and <¡>*(tk .). Similarly, we have such

kind of point 0*(/^ 2) for the segment 0*(/¿ .)0*(4+i)- Repeat this process,

we then obtain a sequence of points 0*(7[ ), 1 < i < 2!~x, where the step

number j of our process is to be determined later. Next, we connect the point

<f>*(t'k ¡) to its generators respectively, for 1 < / < 2J~X. The resulting curve is

called the zigzag curve of ;'th step in the A:-region. Finally, we denote by a'k

the angle between the segment connecting <t>*(tlk ,) to its left generator L'k

(according to the projection onto the x-axis) and the segment connecting these
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two generator. Similarly, we have the angle ßl • for its right generator R',   ..

Let

akj = max{akj,ßkj}    and    ß'k ¿ = min{a¡k j, ßk j}.

An observation of plane geometry follows:

Lemma 3.11. Both â'k ■ and ß'k     are decreasing in j.

We now return to the proof of Lemma 3.5. Let L be any fixed large number.

Then, for k large enough, we may obtain a process of ./-step such that

min   {max{U*(tikyj)-VkJ,\\r(tikyJ)-R,kJ}}>L.

Moreover, in the A;-region, the geodesic curve 0£ of ;th step has the properties:

X(Pk) «

(3-3)

In terms of Lemma 3.11, this forces that both â'k and/?¿ ¡ tends to zero

as k —> oo because, otherwise, (3-3) will contradict to the line-likeness of 0*.

Therefore, we see that, given a right circular cylinder with radius one and length

L, there is a zigzag curve <j>\ lies in this cylinder such that <p*k has nonempty

intersections with both ends of the cylinder. This implies that 0* is globally

asymptotic and so is 0.    G

We now extend our Lemma 3.5 to R" space. Assume by induction step

Lemma 3.5 is true for R"_l. Then consider the projection F,0 of 0 onto

the hyperplane (ef)1-. By induction assumption F,0 goes through a sequence
{Ck(Pi4>)} of arbitrary long open tubes in (e.)1- with constant radius. Since

there is only one projection to be possibly bounded, we may assume F„0 be

this projection. Now consider the product Ck(P¡(b) x (ef) and the intersection

n    ( oo Ï

C(<t>) = r\\\J[Ck(PicP)x(el)]\ .
i=i U=i J

Then C(0) meets our needs and then completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.    D

4. Process of normalization

We would like to establish a rearrangement inequality in terms of a specified

process of normalization. In what follows, we will employ a fixed point theo-

rem of contractive type. The Steiner symmetrization is an important notion in

setting up this process in the «-space.

Definition 4.1. Let K and F be a bounded measurable set and a hyperplane

of Ri respectively. Then the set Ky is called the Steiner symmetrization
of K with respect to V, if, for every line L perpendicular to V, Kv n L

is the symmetrical rearrangement of K n L with respect to reflection to V.

Moreover, let Ts be the set of all bounded measurable sets in RJ. Then the

Steiner operator Sy on Ts with respect to a given hyperplane V is defined as

Sy (K) = Kv .
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Clearly, Sy is measure-preserving. We now describe a general process which

normalizes any set K in Ts into the ball centered at the origin with the same

measure as K in terms of Steiner operator.

Definition 4.2. Let K e P, and let S be the ball centered at the origin with

measures XS(S) = XS(K). Then a process of normalization of A is a sequence

of sets Kj e Ts where Ko = K and A,+1 is obtained from K¡ by a sequence

of iterated measure-preserving operators such that

limXs(Kji\S) = 0.
j—*oo

A known process of normalization is the following

Brascamp-Lieb-Luttinger process [1]. We specify the sequence Kj of sets in

Definition 4.2 by induction. Given Kj choose a hyperplane Vx , such that

Xs(K*ViAS) < infXs(K*yAS)+j~x.

Then construct Kj+X from Kj by 5 consecutive Steiner symmetrizations with

respect to a sequence of hyperplanes F» , F2 , ... , Vn in R5 (beginning with

Vx specified above) whose orthogonal complements are pairwise orthogonal. In
that way, we have

Xs(Kj+xAS) < infXs(K*vAS) + j-x.

This process can be applied to prove a rearrangement inequality for any rota-

tional invariant integral operator. However, it does not meet our need because

we cannot apply it directly to the integral operator corresponding to the X-ray

transform RXy„f on Mv which is not invariant under the full rotation group.

We now construct another process of normalization. Before the construction,

we need

Definition 4.3. Let Tsk be the set of all bounded sets in Rs with measure k .

Let tp be a line passing through the origin, which can be identified as a point

co in the real projective space RPS~X. Then, define Tsk(<p) to be the subset of
Tsk consisting of element whose intersection with each affine hyperplane WV(t)

perpendicular to <p at point tp(t) is a ball B9(t) in W^ with radius r(t),

where <p(t) is the linear parametrization of tp with ^(0) = 0 and r(t) is a

decreasing even function of 7.

In what follows, the process of normalization can be constructed by induction

on 5. Beginning with 5 = 2, some interesting geometrical properties will be
established.

The element inT^) are called regular sets with axis <p . We will first de-

scribe an intermediate process that transforms a regular set into a finite cylinder.

Definition 4.4. Let K e T2k . Define the regularizer operator Rv : T2. —> T\ by

R9(K)=SWooS9(K).

For each K e T\, let 7 be the largest number such that <p(t) e K. Then,

regarding <p as center line and tp(0) as center point, let C be the cylinder

having height 2||p(70|| and volume k.

The difference between K and C inspires us to define some operators.
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Definition 4.5. Let d(K) = K-C andD(K) = K-d(K). hetH+ and H~ be

the two half-space divided by W0 such that <p(t) e H+ and <p(-t) e H~ . Let

d(K) = {<p(-t) + d(K)nH;} u {<p(t) + d(K)nH-}.

Then define the alternating-shift operator G9: T2k(q>) —» Tk by

G9(K) = d(K)öD(K).

Moreover, we define the cylinderizer operator C9: T\(<p) -> T\ by C^(A) =
R9oG9(K).

An interesting question is raised: Does the iterated sequence {C'^K)} con-

verge to the cylinder C ?

Now consider the set ¥ = {C¡,(K)}°Z0 U C and define on V by ¿(/1, 5) =

X2(AAB) for all A , B e *F. With respect to this metric, the regularizer operator

R9 and the alternating-shift operator G9 are continuous on their respective

domains. This implies that the cylinderizer operator is continuous on ¥.

More precisely, we will show that

(4-1) d(C9(K),Ctp(C))<d(K,C))

for any K ^ C. It follows that C9 possesses at most a fixed point and thus, to

anwser the above question, it suffices to show that the iterated sequence {C¿}

converges because Cv is continuous on *F and thus

cJbm(C9(K)) = lim C9(K).
\i—»oo      r /        i—»oo

However, inequality (4-1) is easily to be established by the following observa-

tion:

d(Cfx(K)) c d(C9(K)),        D(Cf(K)) C D(C'+X(K))

for 7 = 0, 1, 2, ... .

Finally, since the sequence {D(C'9(K))} is bounded by C, we conclude that

the iterated sequence {C'V(K)} converges to C, thus we obtain an intermediate

process which transforms a regular set K in T2k(q>) into a finite cylinder C with

the same measure k . This correspondence may be formulated as an operator

T9 : T2(tp) -* r2(p) defined by T9(K) = C.

Such an operator T9 is introduced for the reason of simplicity in our process

of normalization. In fact, the set R^oSeoT^K) should be a convex symmetrical

body and thus we may reduce all elements in T\((p) to be symmetrical convex.

Now let K eTl(tp) and E = (ex). Define the normalizer operator N9: T\(tp)

-T2(p) by
N9(K)=R9oSE(K).

We thus form a process of normalization by setting up An = R9 o Se ° T9(K)

and Kj+x = N9(Kj), for j = 1, 2, ... .

As before, define a metric onTk(q>) by d(A, B) = X2(AAB) for all A, B

in T2k(f). An interesting question is also raised: Does the iterated sequence

{A¿(A0)} converge to the ball S for any K0 e T2k(<p) ?

We introduce the notion of fixed-point theorem of contraction type which is

due to Edelstein.
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Definition 4.6. Let (Q, d) be a metric space. A self-mapping F: Q —> Q is

called nonexpansive if

d(T(x),T(y))<d(x,y)

for all x, y e Q, and is called strict contraction if

d(T(x),T(y))<d(x,y)

for all x , y e Q, with x ^ y .

Edelstein's fixed-point theorem [9]. Let (Cl, d) be a metric space. Suppose that

T: Q —► Q w s/n'c7 contraction and there is a point xo e Q swc« 7«a7 7«<? iterated

sequence {T'(xq)} has a cluster point z in Q. F«e« F'(.xn)—>z, the unique

fixed point of T.

We therefore have to deal with the following two lemmas which meet the

sufficient condition of Edelstein's fixed-point theorem.

Definition 4.7. Let to be a unit vector in the complex plane with to4 / 1. The

line <p associated with to in Definition 4.3 is called rational if there exists a

positive integer / such that to is identified as one of the /th roots of unity in

the complex plane determined by tp and the projection TlE(tp) of tp into E,

where E = (ex); otherwise, tp is called nonrational.

Definition 4.8. An element A e T\ is called a regular body if 0 e A and A

can be radially divided into a finite number of congruent subsets.

Lemma 4.9. The normalizer operator N^ onT2k(tp) is a strict contraction if and

only if tp is nonrational.

Before proving this lemma, we note without proof that N9 is nonexpansive

for any tp .

Proof. Necessity. Assume that tp is rational. Then we may find a regular /-

polygon P e T\(tp) such that N9(P) = P. In fact, let F be the convex hull
of the /th roots of unity. Then there exists a positive number a such that

X2(aP) = k , and thus let P = aP . This implies that

d(N9(P),N9(S)) = d(P,S),

a contradiction.

Sufficiency.   Since N9  is nonexpansive, we may assume that there are two

distinct elements A and B inT2.^) suchthat

d(N9(A),N9(B)) = d(A,B).

We claim that

Xx(ÏIE(A\B)nIÏE(B\A)) = 0.

In fact, suppose not. Let

Q = IIE(A\B)nUE(B\A).

Denote by L(v) the straight line perpendicular to E through v e E.   Let

A(v) = A n L(v) and B(v) = B n L(v), then if v e Q, neither ^(v) c B(v)

nor 2?(i0 c A(v) therefore

Xx(A*E(v)AB*E(v)) = \Xx(A(v))-Xx(B(v))\<Xx(A(v)AB(v))
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whenever v e Q. We thus have, by Xx(Q) > 0,

X2(A*EABE) < X2(AAB)

because, in general, for all v e E, we have

Xx(AE(v)ABE(v))<Xx(A(v)AB(v)).

This implies that

d(N9(A),N9(B))<d(A,B),

a contradiction.

Hence we have Xx(Q) = 0 and then Q is empty because we may assume

that both A and B have piecewise smooth boundary. Note that Q is empty

if and only if both A and B are »Sf-invariant. We now claim that Q is empty

if and only if both A and B are regular bodies in the plane. This implies that

tp is rational and the result will follow.

We consider A only. Let Qn be one of the sectors of A bounded by tp

and E. Without loss of generality, we may assume arg a» e (0, f) and Qn

is located in the first quadrant. Because A is S^-invariant, we may form Q-

by reflecting Qn with respect to E. We now take the union Q = Qn U Qi

and then obtain the sector Q by reflecting Q with respect to tp. We claim

that Q is just the counterclockwise rotation of Q by the angle 2 arg to. In

fact, divide Q into two equal portions, say, Qn and Q- which are clockwise

labeled. Then Qn and Q» are the counterclockwise rotation of Qn and Q» by

the angle 2 arg to respectively. Repeating this process, we conclude that A is a

regular body. This completes the proof.   Q.E.D.

However, for higher dimension s > 2, this argument does not apply. For

instance, assume that tp is rational in R3. Then we may not find any regular

set P in Tk(tp) such that N9(P) = P. This implies that N9 must be a strict
contraction. Indeed, we have

Lemma 4.10. Let s > 2. Then the normalizer operator Nv on Tk(tp) is a strict

contraction if tp is nondegenerate.

Here, we call a line tp is nondegenerate if tp is neither perpendicular to E
nor lying on E .

Proof. We start with 5 = 3. Any element F in T\(tp) looks like a symmetric

shuttle with tp as center line. A geometric observation shows that we may not

find such F with N9(P) = P if tp is nondegenerate. Assume by induction that

Lemma 4.10 is true for 5 - 1. We claim that N9 is a strict contraction on

Tsk(tp). LetHq, be the hyperplane in Rs containing tp and perpendicular to E.

By induction assumption, we have

d(N9(AnH9), N9(BnH9)) <d(AnH<p,BnH9)

whenever A , B eTsk(tp) with A -^ B. Then, the convexity of metric d reveals

that, for some small ô > 0,

d(N9(As),N9(Bs))<d(Ag,Bs),

where

As = {xeRs:d(x,Hip)<S, x € A}
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and
Bs = {x£Rs:d(x,H<p)<d, x e B}.

Since N9 is nonexpansive, we then conclude that N9 is a strict contraction

on Tsk(tp) and then the result follows.

Lemma 4.11.  {N^(Ko)} possesses a cluster point for any K0 e T\(tp).

Proof. It suffices to show that there exists a subsequence {A¿'(A0)} and a set

Af e T\(tp) such that

limA2(Al'(A0)AAf) = 0.

Let /, be the characteristic function of N9(Ko). Then, x e N9(Ko) implies

y e N^(K0) if \yp\ < \xp\, p = 1, 2 , and therefore

/ |*i(*i +y\, x2)-Xi(xx, x2)\dxx < 2|yi|
Jr

and

\Xt(xx, x2 + y2) - Xi(xx, x2)\dx2 < 2\y2\L/R
Note that all N'9(Ko) are contained in some ball of radius R centered at the

origin. This implies that

/ \Xi(x + y)~ Xi(x)\dx < 2(2R)(\yx \ + \y2\).
J&

In other words,

i(x + y) - Xi(x)\dx = 0lim /   \Xi(

uniformly on i. Hence the family of functions {x¡} is conditionally compact

[8] in L'(R2) and the result follows.

Therefore, by Edelstein's fixed-point theorem, we conclude that A¿(An) -> S

for any Ao e T\(tp). We then proceed our construction by induction. Assume

that the process of normalization in Definition 4.2 holds for ri_1 . We construct

the desired sequence of sets K¡ e Ts as follows.

Given K e Tsk. Let {?/} be the set of rational points in R. Let {K®} be

the resulting sequence in the affine hyperplane W9fJtQ) associated with a double

sequence {Fj° •} of 5 - 2 dimensional affine hyperplanes in i%(<0) such that

limAs_,(A.°A5^00 = 0.
J—»oo J

Now form the hyperplane Wf ̂  in R* containing both tp and Vf ̂  and take

iteratively the Steiner operator S^0 on K under the double index i, j . De-

note by K° the resulting set in Tsk . Begin again with A0 and 7» , we also have

the resulting set A1 . Repeat this process for / = 2, 3, ... , and pass to the

limits, we obtain an element K whose intersection with each affine hyperplane

W9(t) perpendicular to tp at point tp(t) is a ball in H^(r) with radius r(t).

Now, for higher dimension s = 3,4,..., define the regularizer operator

Rç,: Tsk -> Tsk(<p) by R<p(K) = Sxv0(K). Moreover, define the normalizer opera-

tor Ac,: Tsk(tp) -* Tk(ç>) by N9(K) = Rv o SE(K). Our construction of process
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of normalization proceeds as follows: Given A e Tk . Let Ko = R,poSEo T9(K)

and Kj+\ = N9(Kj) for j = 0, 1, 2, ... , where T9 is the natural general-
ization from the case s = 2 to higher dimension and E = (ex, e2,..., es-x) •

Note that each K¡ is convex. Then, by using the same arguments as in the

case 5 = 2, one can verify without difficulty that K¡ —> 5". This completes our

construction.

5. Rearrangement inequality

Following Christ's technique, a more complicated rearrangement inequality

is established. For simplicity, let 0 be the ej-axis. We are now ready to state

a rearrangement inequality for the X-ray transform R\ „ associated with the

measure dp onAfp(R").

Theorem 5.1. For « > 3,

11-^1, n/llL"-'(A/0(R"), du) -^ C||Äi;„r*||Ln-i(^(R»)irf/i),

where f e C0(R") and f* is the radial decreasing rearrangement of f.

Before proving this result, note that

\\Ri,nf\\l:\m{R„)ydM) = JJlR^nfin)]"-1 dpxin)dXix)

f(y)[RXynf(n(x,y))]"-2dpx(n)\x-y\x-"dydX(x).-ill-
This suggests an introduction of the following multilinear operator A = A<¡,

defined by

A(fx,f2,...,f„)

= // /i(ati)J[ / fj(Xj)dXn(Xj)\xx -xo\x~ndxxdX(xo),
JJ j=2Jit(xi,x0)

where fx  is the characteristic function of the ball centered at the origin with

radius R large enough, and dXn  is the usual measure on the line n(xx, xo)

connecting from x» to xo .

We claim that

A(fx, fi, ... , fn)<CA(fî, ft,... , rn)

for R large enough, and thus, in particular,

JJ RXynfx(n)[RXyJ(n)]"-x dpx(n)dX(x)

< ¡j'Ri,nfx*(n)[RXynr(n)r-x dpx(7t)dX(x).

Let R again be large enough such that B(0; f ) contains both the supports of

/ and /*, then, by using the fact that 0 is a straight line and « > 3 ,

//
Rx,nf(n)[RXynf(n)]n-'dpx(n)dX(x)

- jj[Rx,nfin)]n-xdpxin)dXix)
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and the same equality is also applied to /*. This implies that

Rll[Rx,nf(n)]"-ldpx(n)dX(x)

< CRll[Rlynr(n)]n-x dpx(n)dX(x)

and thus Theorem 5.1 follows.
Now, let xj = (zj , tj) e R""1 x R and

Ae(fx, h, ■■■ , fn)

= // /i(*i)n / zl~"fj(Xj)Xe{Xj)dxj\xx -x0\l~"dxxdX(xo),

where Xe(Xj) denotes the characteristic function of the set {xj: d(Xj, n(xx, xo))

< e}. Then

A(A ,h,---,fn) = lim^C/i ,f2, ... , fn)

=!i5o////i(zi'ii)n/^(^'^)
n=2'

I-i« Cv- Wß/v- W„y-, \lv        v- ll-n/ Ex-nXe(Xj)dß(Xj)da(zj)\xx - x0\x-n dzxdtxdX(x0),
Ja

where for each  1 < j < n, tj is determined by the requirement that x¡ e

n(xx, Xo), da(zj) is the measure on the line n((zx, 0), (zn, 0)), and dß is

the measure on the hyperplane

Çl = {x + (Zj, 0): iizj - zo, 0), x) = 0}.

Note that

/ el-nXe(Xj)dß(Xj) «e1-"- |Xl ~ Xo\ • e ■ e"~2.
Ja \z\ - zol

This implies that

A(fx , f2, ... , fn)

(5-1) =JI[l\jÜfj{Zj'tj)dtl) d(*(zi)---da(z„

x \zx - zo\l~" dzx dX(xo) ■

We now divide the proof of Theorem 5.1 into three steps.

Step A. Recall that a nonnegative, measurable function f*(x\V) on R" is

called the Steiner symmetrization of f(x) with respect to a fixed hyperplane

V , if f*(x\V) is the radial decreasing rearrangement of f(x) along each line

perpendicular to V . We claim that

Lemma 5.2. For any fixed hyperplane V^ containing 0,

A(fx,f2,...,f„)<A(fx*(.\V^),fî(-\Vl)>),...,mV4>)).

Without loss of generality, we may choose an orthogonal coordinate system

in R" such that the x„-axis is perpendicular to F^ and assume that each f¡
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is the characteristic function of a bounded measurable set B¡ with piecewise

smooth boundary in R" , that is, f = Xb¡ ■ Thus, by (5-1), it suffices to show

that

(5-2) lf[fj(zj,tj)dtx<lflfJ((Zj,tj)\Vll>)dtx,
7=2 7=2

where zq, Zx,..., zn are fixed. The following two easy geometrical lemmas

play a key role in the proof of (5-2).

Lemma 5.3. Given a point p, two distinct lines no : x = a and n: x = b in R2

with p £ na andp £ nb . Then, for any two measurable sets C, D in the line

na with measures X„a(C) < XKb(D), we have Xna(C) < XKb(D'), where

C = {naP\n(x, p): x e C}    and    D' = {nb n n(x, p): x e D} .

By a standard approximation argument we may assume that these sets to be

a finite union of disjoint compact intervals and then the above lemma follows

from a simple geometrical argument.

Using Lemma 5.3, inequality (5-2) follows from the following

Lemma 5.4. Given a point p and k distinct lines nb : x = bj in R2 such that

p lies in the x-axis and p £ nPj for each 1 < j < k. Then, for any measurable

set Bj in nb.,

X„b (B = {x e nb¡ : n(x, p) meets each Bj})

< X„b (B* = {x e nb[ : n(x, p) meets each B*})

where B* is the symmetrical rearrangement of Bj.

In fact, following the notions in Lemma 5.3, identify na with the set

{(z2, 72): 72 e R} and identify nb with the set {(zx, tx): tx e R}. Then,

by letting C = B and D = B*, we have

MO= fflfj(zj,tj)dtx
J j=2

and

^h(D')= [flfjttZj^jW^dtx.
J j=2

Therefore, inequality (5-2) follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4. This completes

the proof of Lemma 5.2.
We now state the main result for Step A.

Theorem 5.5. For 1 < j < «, let JJ be the function such that, for any point

Pj e 0, ff\wp. is the radial decreasing rearrangement of f\wp. in the affine

hyperplane WPj perpendicular to 0 at point Pj. Then

A(fx,f2,...,fn)<A(ff,ft,...,ft).

This result follows from Lemma 5.2 and the process of constructing A in §4

by proceeding simultaneously on j .

Step B. We now claim that
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Lemma 5.6. Let W0 be the hyperplane perpendicular to 0. Then

A(f,f2,..., fn) < A(fx*(.\W0),f2*(-\rVo),... , f*n(-\Wo)).

Let Xj = (tj, Zj) e R x R"_1 . As the preceding arguments, formula (5-1)

becomes

A(fx, f2, ... , fn)

= 11 [ftlfAh* Zj)dtxdtoda(z2)'da(zn)\zx\x-"\ dzx.

Therefore, to prove Lemma 5.6, it suffices to show that

f[ fj(tj, zj)dtx dto < ÍI] f*((tj, Zj)\Wo) \ dtx dto,
\j=2 J   7=2 /

that is, for R large enough,

\ fo(to, 0)fx(tx, zx) l[fj(tj, Zj) dtx dto
J j=2

< ffo((to,OWo)fx((tx,zxWo)f[f;((tj,Zj)\Wo)dtxdto,

where, both fo and f are the characteristic function of the ball centered at
the origin with radius R.

To finish the proof of inequality (5-3), recall the notion of Steiner convexity.

Let d, k be positive integers and Xx, ... , xd eRk . A subset E c (Rk)d is

said to be Steiner convex if for every orthonormal basis (px, ... , pk) of R^

and every 7 e (R*-1)'' , the subset

{(xx,... ,xd)eE: (((xx,p\),..., (xx,Pk-i)), ■■■,

((xd,px), ... , (xd, pk_x))) = t}

is convex and balanced in the sense that it is Steiner symmetric with respect to

reflection to the hyperplane (px, ■ ■ ■ , Pk-i) ■

Moreover, a real-valued function K on (Rk)d is said to be Steiner convex

if the level sets {x: K(x) > X} is Steiner convex for all X e R.

We now state a variant of Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger's rearrangement

inequality, which is due to Christ [6].

Lemma 5.7. Suppose that I, d, k are positive integer, x = (xx, ... , xd) e

(R*0d and K\, ... , K¡ are Steiner convex functions on (Rk)d . Then for any

nonnegative functions f, ... , fd on Rk,

. d i . d t

/ II AW II *«■(*) dxx-dxd< H} JJ(Xj) n A,W dxx-dxd.
J   ] = \ / = 1 J   7=1 1=1

Now return to the proof of inequality (5-3). Let lj be a linear function of tj ,

to , tx with coefficients depending on Zj for 2 < j < « such that x¡ € n(x0, xx)
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if and only if l¡(tj, to, ii) = 0. Then, by Lemma 5.7, one sees that

n

fo(to,0)fx(tx, zi)Y[fj(tj, Zj)dtxdto
7=2

n

A-n

/•

= lim ffo(to,0)f(tx, zx)f[fj(tj, Zj)

n

xYlx\it{ti,t0,ti)\<l{ti)dto---dt„
i=2

= I fo(to, 0)f (/,, z,) fl f;((tj,, zj)\Wo)dtx dto.
1=2

This completes the proof of (5-3) and thus of Lemma 5.6.

We now state the main result for Step B in terms of Theorem 5.5 and Lemma

5.6.

Theorem 5.8. L<?7 f¡ = Xb, and ff = Xr^bp ■ Then

A(fx,f2,...,f„)<A(f?,f?,...,ft).
The process can be described intuitively as follows: Assume each f is the

characteristic function of a bounded measurable set B¡. Then, following from

Theorem 5.8, B¡ is suitably transformed by the regularize operator into a reg-

ular set which is more easily handled.

Step C. We now apply the process of normalization discussed in §4 to handle

the regular sets.

Let tp be any line passing through the origin. Define

Ap(fx, f2, ... , fn)

= H [I nflfJ(zj,tJ)dtx\da(z2)-da(Zn)

(5.4) x \zx - zo\x'"dzxdX(x0

= liynf[fj(zj,tj)da(z2)-da(zn)\fx(zx,tx)dtx

x \zx - z0\l~" dzx dX(x0),

where dX(xo) is the measure on tp.  Then, by a rigid motion, we have the

analogous inequality:

(5-5) A9(fx, f2, ... , f„) <A9(fx, f2,... , fn),

where f = Xb, and /; = xr,(b,) •
Equality (5-5) shows that we may reduce a bounded measurable set to a

regular set. Furthermore, we may transform a regular set into a finite cylinder.

The details are as follows.

First note that the operator A9(fx, f2, ... , f„) is multilinear. Now regard

Rf(Bj) as Kj in Definition 4.5. Let

Ej = d(Kj) n h; ,     f; = tp(-tj) + d(Kj) n h; ,
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and

Ej = d(Kj) n H-,      ft = tp(tj) + d(Kj) n h; .

Then

Aq>(XE± , XE* > ■ ■ • , Xe*) = A,p(Xp± , Xe* , • • ■ , XE±)

because A9 is translation-invariant along the tp-axis and thus

A9(Xd{K,), Xd(K2), ■■■ , Xd(Kn)) = A9(xd(Kx), Xd(Kl), ■■■ , Xd{Kn))

because

Xd(Kj) = Xe¡ + XF- ■

We then conclude that

A9(fx , Í2 , • • • , fn) < A9(fx , f2, ... , fn),

where f = Xgjk) • Moreover, we have

A(fxJ2,... , fn) <A(fxJ2,... Jn),

where fj = Xcr(Kj).
Repeating this process, we then transform a bounded measurable set into a

finite cylinder

A9(fx , f2, ... , fn)< A9(fx ,f2, ... , fn),

where f = Xt,(Kj) ■
Now define

Nfj — Xn9ot9(Kj) ,

where tp is a nondegenerate line which is chosen to satisfy the following in-

equalities:

^ + \)\W{tj{N9oT9(Kj)))\\

< \\<p(tj(T9(Kj)))\\ <(l + ÜMijWf ° Tf(Kj)))\\

for each j = 1, 2,...,«. By a geometrical argument, it is not difficult to show

that, for fixed xx and xq

jfj(Zj,tj)da(Zj) < (1 + i) I fj(Zj, tj)da(Zj)

where Sf = Xse°t,(k,)  for j = 1,2, ... , n.   It then follows from equality

(5-4) that

Af(fx, Ï2, .»»,/«)< (1 + \)A9(Sfx, S&,... , S/„).

Furthermore, by using the regularizer operator, we have

A9(h , h, ...,/„)< (1 + ^H(A/,, A/2, ... , A/„).

We now start with A? = R^ o SE o T9(Kj) for the process of normaliza-

tion. Note that K® must be a convex body and so are Aj = N^(Kj) for

/ = 1, 2, 3..... It is not difficult to show that

A,(Nfx , Nf2, ... , Nfn) <(l + \)A9(Njx, NJ?,..., Nff),
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where NJJ = Xn {k°) • Repeat this process of normalization, we conclude from

§3.4 that
oo

(5-6) A,(fx ,f2,...,fn)<U(l+ 2-')Ay(fx*, ft ,...,rn).
i=i

We now state the main result for Step C.

Theorem 5.9. For « > 3,

A(fx, f2,..., f„)<CA(JÏ, fi,..., fi),
where fx  is the characteristic function of the ball centered at the origin with

radius large enough and f2, ... , f„ e C0(R").

Proof. First note that

A(f , f2, ... , fn) = A^fx , f2, ... , f„),

where f is obtained from f¡ by the rigid motion such that 0 is transformed

onto tp . The result follows from (5-6) and the fact that

A(f(fx  j /2 ' • • • ' fn ) ~ A(fx  , f2 , • ■ ■ , fn) ■

6.   IP   ESTIMATES FOR THE X-RAY TRANSFORM ON

RADIAL DECREASING FUNCTIONS VIA dp

Having already given the rearrangement inequality for the X-ray transform

associated with the measure dp on Mv(Rn), we need only to deal with the LP

estimates on the class of all radial decreasing functions for the restricted X-ray
transform. The method we use is heavily dependent on an inequality due to

Drury [8].

Theorem 6.1. Le7 « > 2. Then

\R\,n/*llL»-'(iV0(R"),rf|i) -i C||/*||L»-i(R),

where feC0(R").

Before proving this result, we need some facts. Let us define, for x e R" ,

1 < a < « and g e C0(R"),

Sag(x) = y\Rxyng(n)\adpx(n)}     .

Then, for R > 0, we have the following inequality which is due to Drury [8].

(6-1) Sag(x) < Rx'a{\g\a * 6R(x)}x'a + R-{n-a)/a\\g\\L°{R»),

where 6r(z) = \z\x~" if \z\ < R; 6r(z) = 0 otherwise. By definition, we have

\\Ri,«g\\l:-im*),dß) = ll[Ri,ng(n)]n-ldpx(n)dX(x)

= l[Sn.xg(x)f-xdX(x).

Moreover, decompose

Sn-Xg(x) = S'n_xg(x)+S'n'_xg(x),
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where

S'n_xS = Sn-\g • X\\x\<\)     and    S'L_xg = Sn-Xg • X{\x\>\\ ■

Then, by Minkowski inequality,

(6-2) \\Rl ,ng\\L"-'{M^R"),dß) < \\Sn-lS\\L"-'{<t>,dX) + \\S„-xg\\L"-^<t>,dX) ■

We establish some lemmas to prove Theorem 6.1.

Lemma 6.2. Let a > 1. Then

Il-S'a.? 11 L°° (<•>,</•*) - CH<?IIl"(R")

for all radial decreasing function g e Co(R") »

Proof. First note that \\Sag\\Lo0((t¡ydx) = Sag(0).   By the given condition, we

have Sag(0) = Sbg(0) for any b > 1.  In particular, Sag(0) = Sng(0) and
thus

\\Sag\\L»{9,dX) = \\Sng\\L-{v,dX) < R{"-l)/n{gn * dR(0)}X/" + Uhw

for R > 0 by inequality (6-1). The result follows by letting R —> 0.

Lemma 6.3. Let « > 2. F«t?«

WS'n-lgWL—^ç^X) ^ C||£|Il"->(R»)

for all radial decreasing function g € Cn(R").

Proof. By the well-known property of the distribution, we have

ll^-i*--1.^, = (»-1) I   rn~2a'(x)dr,

where

a'(x) = X{x:S'n_xg(x)>x}.

Now let

F;/2 = {JC: Ri"-2)l(n-l)lgn-i „ ßR^y/(n-l) > r and |x| < ,}

and a^(T) = X(E'T,2). Then if we assume that, for a < (n - l)/n ,

(„ _ i _ »a)1>tM-a>ir1/<,,-1>||i||x,-,(B.) = I,

we have

a'(x) < a'R(x)

^ i\)a I    R(n~1)l(n~X){gn~X *ÖR(x)}al{n~{)dX(x)
V2/    JKp

= (^_ai?("-2W(»-i) Í {g"-x*eR(rex)}at{"-X)rar-adr

< C Q)~û ä(»-2W(»-') J /" {s""1 *0Ä(re,)r"

= c (|)"*Ät—w(—DH^.-i * tfJr||gg:),>

<c@"V|ic.-.(R»)
<CT—||g||--,(Rn).

, 0/(11-1)

1£/r[
'o
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Therefore, by Lemma 6.2,

Il Ç'      all"-1 < C\\ o\\n~l~na\\o\\na
ll°n-l<5 ll/_,"-'(0,a7) — ̂ ll«ll¿"(R")    IIöHl»->(R«)-

The result follows by letting a —> (« - 1)/« .

Lemma 6.4. Le/ « > 2. Then

\\S'n-xg\\Ln-^,dX) < C\\g\\L„-¡m

for all radial decreasing function g e Cn(R").

Proof. As before, we have

/•OO

K-lillïr-.»,^) = ("- l)j0    r"-2a"(x)dx,

where

o"(t) = ¿{jc:S;'_ií(x)>t}.

Now let

E'T'/2 = {X: R(n-2)/(n-\){gn-l ^ ^(jt)}-/««-» > j and |jc| > 1}

and q^(t) = X(E"/2). Then if we assume that,f or a > (n - 1)/« ,

(« - 1 - na)xl{nab-ab)R-xl(n-x)\\g\\L^m < \,       0<b<l,

we may let

(„ - 1 - na)l/(nab-at,)R-l/b{n-l)MLri_¡m = T

that is,

R = (n- l-na)V°lb{n-\C27».

and we have

a"(x) < aR(x)

< (I )~a   [      Rin-2)/{n-l){gn-l „ öÄ(x)}«/("-l ¿¿(jç)

/OO

U"-1*öÄ(re1)}a'/('|-1Vr-adr

< C(f )-"R("-2)a/(n-\) j f°° {g»-i * 0R(r<?» y*"1 í/r j

= C(r)-a^-2)a/(„-l)||^-UöÄ||^R-1)

< C(§ )-aJRa||^||a„_l(R„)

< Cx~ax(X-n)ba\\e\\"   ,      IIpII^-1^i: »-1      x II«IIl'»-|(R")IIoII¿»-i(R») ■

Therefore, by Lemma 6.2,

WS" ,G\\"-X < Cllpll"_1_a+(1_n)*allplla \\e\\{"~l)ba
H°n-llJll¿»-i(0>dA) - *-llôllL"(R») ll5llL"-i(R«)ll«5ll¿».-i(R».)

because, given 0 < b < 1, there are a's such that a > (n - l)/n and a <

(n-l)/(l + (n-l)b).
The result follows by letting a —> (« - 1)/« and /) -> 1 .

o/(«-l)
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We thus complete the proof of Theorem 6.1 in terms of inequality (6-2).

7. Proof of the Theorem

We are now ready to give the proof of our main result.

Proof of necessity. (1) By homogeneity, let / be the characteristic function of

the ball 5(0; r) and let 0r = X(B(0; r) n 0). Then ||/Hz,(r») a rnp'x and

\\R\,nf\\Li(M^YL"),dii) > r(P}    ■  Therefore, inequality (1-1) forces that, for all

r > 0, 0°~' < Crnp~'-X. Without loss of generality, let 0(0) = 0. Then 0r > r
for all r > 0 and thus we have q~x = np~x - 1.

(2) Moreover, assume that 4>r -^ 0(r), that is, lim sup,..^ r~x 0r = oo a

contradiction holds because

[r~xtprf~' <Crnp~x-q~x-x.

Thus, we have 0r = 0(r), that is, 0 is line-like.
(3) Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, 0 is linearly covered by a sequence of finite

right circular cylinder with bounded radii and unbounded heights. Now we

claim that p = q = n-l. Without loss of generality, assume that 0 is linearly

covered by a sequence {Q(0)} of finite right circular cylinder with unbounded

heights Hk and constant radii one. Let fk be the characteristic function Ck(tb).

Then
up        f\\ >>  i/l/?   ,    r/-(2-»+t7)/<7
ll-Kl,fl./Ä:llL«(i»^(R»),o» > tik     +nk

and HAIIi/HR«) — HkP ■ Hence, inequality (1.1) yields that p > \ and £ >

«±2=s = i + i + l3« = s + L^. This verifies that p = q = n-l.

We now turn to prove the converse part of the theorem, having already es-

tablished this in the case when 0 is a straight line.

Proof of sufficiently. Let Vk = (ex, ... , ek,0, ... ,0) and 0„ = 0. Define by
induction 0fc be the natural projection Pk of 0^+i into Vk for 1 < k < n — 1.
Then, by Theorem 3.1 and a finite steps of rigid motions, we may assume that

the standard coordinate system {ex,e2, ... ,en} guarantees that each tj>k is
line-like. Therefore, it suffices to show that

\\R\, n/llL»-'(.M*Jk+1(R'»),a>) -^ C\\Rx ,nf*('\(^k+\)   )II¿"-'(M^(R") ,dp) ■

Since each <pk is line-like, we need only to show that

l[Ri,nf(7t)]n-1 dpx(n) < l[Rx,nr(-(ek+x)^)(n)]n-x dpPk(x)(n)

for all x e tj>k+x. That is, by a perpendicular translation,

l\Rx,nf(n)]n-{dpx(n)< l[Rxynr(-\x + (ek+x)L)(n)]n-xdpx(n).

Without loss of generality, we show that, for k = n- I,

(7-1) j[Ri,„f(n)]n-x dpo(n) < |[fv, ,nr(-(en)±)(n)]"-1 dp0(n).

Let

B(fx,...,fn)= [fi(xi)f[[        fj(xj)dXn(xj)\xx\l-ndxx,
J jf-2Jn(x,,0)

where f =Xb(o,r)-
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We claim that

(7-2) B(fx,..., fn) < B(fx*('\(en)±),..., fn*(-\(en)x))

and then verify (7-1) for R large enough. In fact, following the derivations and

notations of equality (5-1), we have, for R large enough,

B(f,...,f2) = j 11 nf[fj(Zj,tj)dtx\da(z2)--.da(zn)\\zx\l-ndzx.

Thus, as the same arguments in Step A of §5, it suffices to show that

lflfj(Zj,tj)áx ^iflfJ^Zj^jWn^dtx .
7=2 7=2

This inequality readily follows because it is really the same one as inequality

(5-2). Therefore, inequality (7-2) is established and so is inequality (7-1). In
other words, we have reduced the proof from the case when 0 is line-like

into the case when 0 is a straight line. This completes the proof of our main
theorem.
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